LOTUS EVORA GT410 SPORT

£79,995

DESCRIPTION:
The stunning new GT410 Sport takes the Evoras unique attributes to spectacular new heights.
Sports car agility, precision and response meets GT car refinement and comfort like never
before.First and foremost a pure drivers car for the road, the Evora GT410 Sport proves that
the value of motorsport engineering extends far beyond the race track. Its functional
aerodynamics, bonded aluminium chassis, Bilstein dampers, Eibach springs, forged aluminium
wishbones and AP Racing brakes are all motorsport grade, intelligently applied for road use. As
a result, focused driving is effortless with precise, intuitive steering allied to huge reserves of
mechanical grip, agility and poise. As the twisting tarmac disappears beneath you, the Evora
flows, settling into a rhythm, smoothing out rough surfaces, breathing with the road for an
enthralling, immersive driving experience.Our GT410 is a +2 finished in Essex blue with black
alcantara trim with red & silver stitching.The car benefits from,+2A/C,Mud Flaps,Cup
Holder,Sparco Seats,Metallic Paint,Alcantara Trim,Cruise Control,Central Locking,Electric
Windows,Interior colour Pack,Alcantara Steering wheel,Sub-Woofer and Amplifier,Forged
Wheels in Black Machined,7'' Apple CarPlay and Android Auto.

MANAGER COMMENT
The stunning new GT410 Sport takes the Evoras unique attributes to spectacular new heights.
Sports car agility, precision and response meets GT car refinement and comfort like never
before.First and foremost a pure drivers car for the road, the Evora GT410 Sport proves that
the value of motorsport engineering extends far beyond the race track. Its functional
aerodynamics, bonded aluminium chassis, Bilstein dampers, Eibach springs, forged aluminium
wishbones and AP Racing brakes are all motorspor

MILEAGE: 3,300 miles
TRANSMISSION: Manual
FUEL: Petrol
COLOUR: Not Supplied
BODY STYLE: Coupe

SNOWS LOTUS HEDGE END
SNOWS HOUSE
BOTLEY ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPSHIRE
SO30 2RA
01489 223873
Telephone numbers starting with 08XX will
cost 7p per minute plus phone company's
access charge.
DEALER REFERENCE / STOCK NUMBER:
9229223

